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Abstract 

Magnesium has been studied as a potential hydrogen storage material for several decades 

because of its relatively high hydrogen storage capacity, fast sorption kinetics (when doped 

with transition metal based additives), and abundance. This research aims to study the 

possibility to use waste magnesium alloys to produce good quality MgH2. The effect of 

different parameters such as the addition of graphite and/or Nb2O5 as well as the effect of 

milling time on the material hydrogenation/de-hydrogenation performances is analyzed. In 

addition, for all the investigated specimens the materials morphology and microstructural 

features are  also evaluated. 

 

1. Introduction 

The continuous growth of the world population combined with the increased awareness 

toward environmental and health issues connected to the massive use of fossil fuels lead to an 

increase in the demand for a clean and sustainable energy solution. In this scenario, nuclear 

power cannot be considered a reliable and safe energy source for the long-term period. The 



problems arising from the difficulties to store the waste materials and the accident in 

Fukushima (Japan) seriously weakened the plans of many governments to invest in this 

technology. In view of a long-term energy provision solution, the only available alternative to 

the production of energy from fossil fuels is to harvest it from renewable energy sources, 

such as sunlight, wind, tide and biomasses. The transition from fossil fuels to sustainable 

energy is extremely challenging from the technological point of view. In fact, , a complete 

exploitation of the renewable energy sources is difficult because of their intermittent nature 

and uneven availability on Earth. Therefore, an energy storage media is needed. In this 

regard, because of its high energy density per mass and environmental friendliness, hydrogen 

is widely considered as a key element for a potential energy solution.[1, 2] The possibility to 

produce hydrogen utilizing renewable sources and to store energy in it presents multiple 

advantages. On the one hand, energy will be harvested and stored nearly without the 

production of harmful pollutants, and on the other hand the security of energy supply will be 

granted. In addition, the implementation of hydrogen as “energy carrier” is expected to result 

in an effective and synergic utilization of the renewable energy sources. In order to achieve 

these aims, hydrogen storage technology is a key roadblock towards the use of H2 as an 

energy carrier. Hydrogen is usually stored in three main forms: (i) as highly pressurized gas 

at 350 and 700 bar, (ii) liquefied hydrogen at -253 °C and (iii) in solid state form. Among 

these methods, the storage of hydrogen in solid state as metal hydrides appears to be the most 

attractive alternative both from the safety and the volumetric energy density points of 

view.[3] 

Among other metal hydrides, because of its high energy densities (9 MJ/kg Mg) and good 

reversibility (when doped with transition metal based additives),[4] magnesium hydride has 

been the subject of intensive studies aimed at assessing its potential as a hydrogen storage 

system both alone[5-14] or in combination with other hydrides.[15-32] Beside the material 

properties, the production cost of materials for hydrogen storage is one of the major barriers 

to be overcome in order to consider these materials suitable for large scale applications. The 

utilization of magnesium-based wastes to produce magnesium hydride will significantly 

contribute to the cost reduction of this material. 

Following our previous work,[33] in this manuscript the possibility to produce high 

quality/high performance MgH2 starting from a mixture of Mg-Al waste alloys is 

investigated. The hydrogenation/de-hydrogenation properties of the starting material and of 

the same after milling process are investigated via volumetric measurements. A detailed 



account on the effect of the milling process on the microstructural and kinetic properties of 

the obtained material is given based on the data obtained by means of scanning electron 

microscopy with energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (SEM/EDX), differential thermal 

analysis (DTA), and ex-situ powder x-ray diffraction XRD technique. For targeted batches of 

material the effect of the addition of Nb2O5 on their hydrogenation/de-hydrogenation 

properties is also investigated. 

 

2. Experimental 

2.1. Sample preparation 

The as-received material consisted of a mixture of waste Mg-Al alloys obtained from the in-

house workshop at the Helmholtz-Zentrum Geesthacht in shape of shavings. Before starting 

this work, the material was stored in air for several months.  

In this research work, the material was prepared following three different routes. 

In the first preparation route (R1), the received material was milled using a Simoloyer CM08 

industrial mill from Zoz GmbH for 20, 60, and 120 minutes with the addition of 10 wt% of 

graphite. In the second preparation route (R2), the received material was milled using the 

same CM08 ball-mill for 120 minutes with the addition of 5 wt% of graphite. In the third 

preparation route (R3), the as-received material was milled using again the CM08 mill for 20, 

60, and 120 minutes with the addition of 10 wt% of graphite and 5 wt% of Nb2O5. The 

complete milling conditions are reported in Table 1 and the summary of the prepared samples 

is presented in Table 2. 

Table 1. Process parameters used during milling with the Simoloyer CM08 mill. 

Process 

parameters 
R1 R2 R3 

Balls material 100Cr6 100Cr6 100Cr6 

Balls diameter 5 mm 5 mm 5 mm 

Total mass of balls 8000 grams 8000 grams 8050 grams 

Mass of as-

received 

350 grams 350 grams 350 grams 

Mass of graphite 35 grams (10 wt%) 17 grams (5 wt%) 35 grams (10 wt%) 

Mass of Nb2O5 - - 17.5 grams (5 wt%) 

BPR 1:20 1:20 1:20 

Pre-mixing 150 rpm / 1 min + 300 rpm 

/ 2 min 

150 rpm / 1 min + 300 rpm 

/ 2 min 

150 rpm / 1 min + 300 rpm 

/ 2 min 

Processing time 120 min 120 min 120 min 

Cycle processing 700 rpm/30 s – 300 rpm / 

30 s 

700 rpm/30 s – 300 rpm / 

30 s 

700 rpm/30 s – 300 rpm / 

30 s 

Sampling 20m, 60 min, 120 min 120 min 20m, 60 min, 120 min 



Discharging after 120 min : 

150rpm/6min + 30x 

{200rpm/15s-250rpm/10s} 

+ 300rpm/1min + 

350rpm/2min + 

400rpm/1min + 

500rpm/2min 

after 120 min : 

150rpm/6min + 30x 

{200rpm/15s-250rpm/10s} 

+ 300rpm/1min + 

350rpm/2min + 

400rpm/1min + 

500rpm/2min 

after 120 min : 

150rpm/6min + 30x 

{200rpm/15s-250rpm/10s} 

+ 300rpm/1min + 

350rpm/2min + 

400rpm/1min + 

500rpm/2min 

Output ratio 94% 95% 98% 

 

Table 2. Summary of the studied samples. 

 Milling time (min) Identity 

As-received 0 as received 

R1 

(with 10 wt% graphite) 

20 R1-20 

60 R1-60 

120 R1-120 

R2 

(with 5 wt% graphite) 
120 R2-120 

R3 

(with 10 wt.% graphite 

and 5 wt% Nb2O5) 

20 R3-20 

60 R3-60 

120 R3-120 

 

2.2. Material characterization 

The morphology and local composition of the material were explored by scanning electron 

microscopy with energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (SEM/EDX), using an EvoMA10 

microscope (Zeiss, Germany) equipped with a LaB6 filament and with a XMax 50mm
2
 EDX 

probe (Oxford, UK). The calibration for the elemental analysis is done with Co standard. To avoid 

oxidation during the material handling, a special home-made air tight sample holder was used 

to transfer the milled materials from an argon filled glove box (O2 and H2 levels ≤ 1 ppm) to 

the SEM machine. XRD analyses were carried out with a Siemens D5000 X-ray 

diffractometer, using Cu Kα radiation ( = 1.54056 Å). The powder was spread onto a silicon 

single crystal plate and sealed in the glove box with an airtight hood transparent to the X-

rays. The material composition and crystallite size of the material was evaluated using the 

TOPAS software. The internal stress evolution of material was calculated from the strain 

values taking into consideration the Young´s modulus of these Mg alloys that is roughly 45 

GPa.[34] The material hydrogenation/de-hydrogenation properties were evaluated using a 

volumetric instrument Hera system (the producing firm is missing) and a PCTPro-2000 

(Setaram, France). For each analysis roughly 150 mg of material were loaded in an especially 

designed stainless steel sample holder inside an argon filled glovebox (O2 and H2 levels ≤ 1 

ppm). The hydrogenation processes were carried out at 350 °C under a hydrogen pressure of 



13 bar for 1 hour, whereas the de-hydrogenation processes were performed  at 350 °C and 

0.5 bar hydrogen pressure for 30 minutes. The de-hydrogenation process of the previously 

hydrogenated material was investigated by differential thermal analysis (DTA) using a DTA 

NetzschSTA409 equipment (Germany) located in a dedicated glove box under argon 

atmosphere (O2 and H2 levels ≤ 1 ppm). For each DTA analysis an amount of powder of 

about 15 mg was loaded in an alumina (Al2O3) crucible. The material was heated  from room 

temperature (RT) up to 400 °C with heating rates of 2 °C/min, 3 °C/min, 5 °C/min, and 

10 °C/min in a constant argon flow of 50 mL/min. 

 

3. Results 

The SEM micrographs of the materials as-received and after the milling process are reported 

in Figure 1-4. The as-received material is in the form of chips and shavings, which have 

different sizes and dimensions in the range of several hundred micrometers to millimeters 

(Figure 1: left). Mostly the size and shape (for the shape, it is not so clear from these pictures 

since on the left an almost circular piece  is present, on the right some pieces are shown) of 

the as-received materials remains unchanged after attempting to hydrogenate it (Figure 1: 

right). 

 

Figure 1. SEM images of the as-received material, before (left) and after hydrogenation 

(right). 

 

The material R1-20 shows an average particle size of about 600 μm (Figure 2). For R1-60, 

the mean particle size lays in the range of 50–200 μm and, subsequently, the sample become 

finally powdered with a particle size of about 20 μm after a milling time of 120 minutes (R1-

120). The SEM image of R2-120 is presented in Figure 3. Also in this case, as for R1-120, 

the material particle size after milling is of about 20 μm. 



    

Figure 2. SEM images of samples R1-20, R1-60, and R1-120. 

 

 

Figure 3. SEM image of  sample R2-120. 

 

In order to investigate the effects of the milling time on the distribution of Nb2O5, EDX 

mapping was performed on the samples in series R3 (R3-20, R3-60, and R3-120) and the 

results are presented in Figure 4. The red circles were  made only as guidance to help 

indicating one position where  Nb was identified, so that the whole Nb distribution obtained 

by the EDX mapping can be easily compared with the corresponding SEM images. EDX 

mapping from SEM images shows that at shorter milling time (R3-20) the catalyst seems to 

be agglomerated and not well distributed, located only on the outer surface of the milled 

materials. By increasing the milling time up to 60 minutes (R3-60), the catalyst appears better 

distributed. There are fewer amounts of catalyst particles observed on the surface of the 

material R3-60 in comparison to R3-20. Increasing the milling time to 120 minutes (R3-120) 

improves the catalyst distribution even further. In fact, it appears as if the Nb2O5 particles are 

mostly embedded on the bulk of the material since just few particles are clearly visible on the 

surface of the materials. 



 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4. SEM images (top row) and EDX analysis (bottom row) of samples R3-20 (left 

column), R3-60 (central column), and R3-120 (right column). 

 

Constituent crystalline phases of as-received materials and the milled samples were 

investigated using XRD and the results are reported in Figure 5. As it can be observed, the as-

received material and the material milled without Nb2O5  Mg and Al can be  identified 

(Figure 5 left) (C is not visible) whereas in the samples milled with Nb2O5 the reflections of  

Nb2O5 are also visible in the 2 theta range 24
o
–27

o
 (Figure 5 right). Based on the Rietveld 

analysis of as received material we can estimate the material composition to be roughly 96 

wt% Mg and 4 wt% Al. It is interesting to notice that although expected the phase Al12Mg17 

is not clearly visible in any diffraction pattern. This is most likely due to the small amount of 

it and to the overlapping of its diffraction peaks with the more intense peaks of Mg. The rest 

of the elements that were identified in EDX analysis (see SI Figure 1) are not visible because 

of their small amount and most likely because of nanometric size of particles containing 

them. Noticeably, despite the fact that the raw material was stored in air for several months 

prior the utilization in this work, no traces of MgO are observed in any of the investigated 

samples.  



 

Figure 5. XRD patterns of: material as-received plus R1 series (left) and as-received plus R3 

series (right). (I would add “arbitrary units” or “a.u.” after “Intensity” on the y axis 

 

The hydrogenation/de-hydrogenation kinetics of all the investigated materials were measured 

via volumetric technique and the results are reported in Figure 6. The displayed kinetics are 

those relative to the 3
rd

 hydrogenation/de-hydrogenation cycle. In fact, we consider the first 

two cycles necessary for the activation of the material.  

 

Figure 6. 3
rd

 cycle hydrogenation/de-hydrogenation kinetics for: as-received, R1-20 , R3-20, 

R1-60, R3-60, R1-120, R3-120, R2-120 samples. Left: hydrogenation; right: de-

hydrogenation. 

 

As expected, both hydrogenation and de-hydrogenation reactions take place in a single step. 

The highest hydrogen capacity measured within a time frame of one hour (~6 wt%) is 

obtained for the material R2-120. For the material prepared using the same milling conditions 

but an amount of graphite equal to 10 wt% the capacity decreases to about 4.8 % (R1-120). 

The addition of 0.025 mol of Nb2O5 at the same milling time further reduces  the maximum 



capacity to 4.3 wt% (R3-120). Decreasing the milling time from 120 to 60 minutes results in 

a system which has a medium hydrogen storage capacity of about 2.5 wt% (R1-60). For the 

material milled under the same condition of R1-60 but with the addition of Nb2O5 (R3-60) the 

hydrogen capacity decreases to 2.3 wt%. Meanwhile, for the materials milled for just 20 

minutes, the capacities are less than 1 wt% without or with the catalyst (R1-20 and R3-20, 

respectively), values  not significantly different from the hydrogen capacity measured for the 

as-received material (0.25 wt%). Interestingly, for equal milling time the kinetic properties of 

R3 are the same as those of R1. 

 

To understand the reasons of the reduced hydrogen capacity shown by the material milled for 

120 minutes (i.e. R1-120, R2-120 and R3-120), the samples obtained after the 3
rd

 

hydrogenation/de-hydrogenation cycle were re-hydrogenated and characterized by XRD 

technique. The obtained results are shown in Figure 7. 

 

 

Figure 7. XRD patterns of the materials hydrogenated after the 3
rd

 cycle: as-received, R1-120, 

R2-120, and R3-120. 

 

As it can be noted, the diffraction peaks of MgH2 are present in the diffraction patterns of all 

the investigated samples. However, no peaks attributable to  magnesium are visible in the 

diffraction pattern of hydrogenated R2-120. Meanwhile, the peaks of unreacted magnesium 

are still clearly visible for the other samples. 



 

In order to determine the activation energy during desorption, all hydrogenated samples were 

characterized using DTA. The heat flow during the temperature increase (from room 

temperature up to 500 °C) was measured at several heating rates (2, 3, 5, and 10 K/min). The 

activation energies were then calculated using the Kissinger method. The derived Kissinger 

plots are  presented in Figure 8 and the activation energies of the different materials are 

tabulated in Table 3.  

 

Figure 8. Kissinger plot for: as-received material, R1-120, R2-120, and R3-120.  

 

The as-received material has the highest activation energy for desorption,  i.e.  215 kJ/mol. 

The materials R1-120 and R2-120 have de-hydrogenation activation energies of 154 kJ/mol 

and 119 kJ/mol, respectively. The activation energy of the sample R3-120 is 148 kJ/mol. 

 

The cycling hydrogenation/de-hydrogenation behaviors of the as-prepared materials are 

shown in Figures 9, 10 and 11 for the samples R1, R2 and R3 respectively. The reversible 

hydrogen storage capacity upon cycling of the investigated samples is relatively stable, 

except for R1-20. In fact, for this sample the hydrogen storage capacity, which for the 1
st
 

cycle is about 0.25 wt%, reaches a maximum value of 0.75wt% in the 4
th

 cycle, before 

gradually decreasing to 0.35 wt% in the 6
th

 cycle. The sample R1-60 and R1-120 show full 

reversibility and hydrogen storage capacities of c.a. 3 and 5.2 wt% respectively. The sample 

R2-120 shows the highest hydrogen storage capacity among the investigated samples (c.a. 6 

wt%) and it is fully reversible over the 11 cycles performed within the 20 hours of the 



volumetric experiment. Finally, all the samples R3 show  complete reversibility and hydrogen 

storage capacity that grow with the increasing of the milling time. The measured capacities 

are 1.4 wt%, 2.7wt% and 4.5wt% for R3-20, R3-60 and R3-120 respectively.  

 

 

 

 

Figure 9. Hydrogenation/de-hydrogenation cycles of R1-20, R1-60, and R1-120. 

 

Figure 10. Hydrogenation/de-hydrogenation cycles of R2-120. 



 

Figure 11. Hydrogenation/de-hydrogenation cycles of R3-20, R3-60, and R3-120. 

 

4. Discussion 

 

In this work, the possibility to produce high quality/high performance MgH2 starting 

from ball milled mixtures of Mg-Al was studied. The applied ball-milling procedure of the 

starting material has been necessary both to reduce the alloy particles size and to break the 

MgO/Mg(OH)2 nano-metric layer that always covers the topmost part of Mg and Mg alloy 

surfaces.[35-45] The reduction of material particle size is of particular importance for two 

main reasons. In fact, it is well known that in the early instants of the hydrogenation of the 

magnesium fraction in  the alloys, the  process is limited by the H2 dissociation on the 

material surface [9, 13, 46] therefore a larger surface area greatly enhances the rate of the 

absorption  process.[47] Moreover, since the diffusion of H2 trough MgH2 is hindered,[9] 

reducing the starting dimension of the Mg alloy particles is of primary importance to achieve 

a full hydrogenation of the material[13]. The addition of graphite as dispersant agent has been 

necessary to avoid agglomeration and cold-welding phenomena during ball-milling.[48] 

Interestingly, the addition of 10 rather than 5 wt% of graphite did not change the final particle 

size of the material. In fact, in both cases after 120 minutes milling time the average particle 

size is about 20 μm (Figure 2 and 3). As expected, the different milling time has a clear effect 

on the hydrogenation/de-hydrogenation properties of the material milled both with a 10 wt% 

of graphite and with 10 wt% of graphite plus 5 wt% Nb2O5 (R1 and R3 in Figure 6). 

However, for equal time of milling, the most significant difference between the material 



milled with 10 wt% of graphite (R1) and that milled with 10 wt% of graphite plus 5 wt% 

Nb2O5 (R3) is the overall hydrogen capacity of the system, which is lower for the material 

containing Nb2O5. In fact, when observing the hydrogenation and de-hydrogenation rates 

measured for the material R1 and R3 during the 3
rd

 hydrogenation/de-hydrogenation cycle at 

the 80% of conversion, it is visible that for equal time of milling they are practically the same 

(Table 3). The material R2-120 shows faster hydrogenation rates compared with the samples 

R1-120 and R3-120 but markedly slower de-hydrogenation rate. For comparison purposes, 

also the hydrogenation and de-hydrogenation rates of the as received material were measured.  

 

Table 3. 3
rd

 cycle hydrogenation and de-hydrogenation rates at 80% conversion grade. 

Sample 
Hydrogenation rate 

(wt %/min) 

De-hydrogenation rate 

(wt %/min) 

As-received 1.29 2.31 

R1-20 1.37 8.58 

R1-60 2.91 9.66 

R1-120 12.27 28.27 

R2-120 26.85 17.98 

R3-20 0.99 7.25 

R3-60 4.32 9.37 

R3-120 17.89 30.53 

 

 

An identical trend is observed for the activation energy of the de-hydrogenation process of 

the samples as-received, R1-120, R2-120 and R3-120 (Table 4).  The values measured for the 

samples R1-120, and R3-120 are extremely close to each other, i.e. 154 kJ/mol H2 and 148 

kJ/mol H2 respectively. These values are lower than that of the as-received material (i.e. 216 

kJ/mol H2) but higher than  that of R2-120 (i.e. 120 kJ/mol H2). The activation energy values 

of R1-120 and R3-120 are in good agreement with those reported in literature by R. 

Campostrini and R. Schultz for the de-hydrogenation of un-milled commercial MgH2.  

 

Table 4. Activation energy of de-hydrogenation (kJ/mol) of the materials prepared via 

different milling conditions plus reference values for un-milled MgH2. 

Sample 

Ea 

(kJ/mol 

H2) 

Identity 

L
it

e

ra
t

u
re

 

A 175 
Unmilled MgH2 powder 96.5% purity [49] 



B 156 
Unmilled MgH2 powder  (95%) [50] 

S
a

m
p

le
 As-

received 
215 

as-received material after hydrogenation 

R1-120 154 as-received Mg, milled with 10wt% graphite for 120 minutes 

R2-120 119 as-received material, milled with 5wt% graphite for 120 minutes 

R3-120 148 as-received material, milled with 10wt% graphite and 5wt% Nb2O5 for 120 minutes 

 

The similarity between the reaction rates and activation energies of R1 and R3 is rather 

strange since the addition of Nb2O5 to MgH2 is known to enhance the hydrogenation/de-

hydrogenation kinetics via both the formation of MgNb2O3.67 at the MgH2 surface and the 

grain refinement during ball milling. MgNb2O3.67 provides hydrogen diffusion pathways, 

which allow a fast hydrogen diffusion through the MgH2/Mg grains.[7, 51-53] Consequently, 

the achievement of faster hydrogenation/de-hydrogenation reaction kinetics and lower values 

of de-hydrogenation activation energy was expected for the material milled with Nb2O5. A 

possible explanation for the not achieved improvement of the kinetics rates can be found in 

the presence of large quantities of graphite into the system. The formation of MgNb2O3.67 

together with MgO takes place through the reaction between Nb2O5 and Mg/MgH2. [7, 51-

53] Once that Mg is milled with graphite, a graphite coating layer is formed on the surface of 

the particles.[54, 55] Due to its reducing character, the addition of graphite inhibits the 

formation of oxide layers on the powders surface  and consequently the formation of 

MgNb2O3.67. [56] This supposition finds confirmation in the XRD analyses reported in  

Figure 5 and 7 where no traces of MgO are observed in any of the diffraction patterns of the 

material milled with Nb2O5.  

In real scale application, the hydrogen storage capacity of the material must be kept 

constant over several hundreds  hydrogenation/de-hydrogenation cycles. Therefore, the long-

term cyclic stability of a system is of the same importance as the reaction rates and storage 

capacity. In this work, due to time and instrumental limitations, the stability of the hydrogen 

storage capacity over hydrogenation/de-hydrogenation cycling was investigated over 20 

hours for a limited but meaningful number of cycles (Figure 9-11). Based on the Rietveld 

analysis of as received material (96 wt% Mg and 4 wt% Al) and considering the amount of 

added graphite and Nb2O5 we can assume that the maximum possible hydrogen storage 

capacity of the investigated material is the following: as-received 7.2 wt%, R1 6.5 wt%, R2 

6.8 wt%, R3 6.1 wt%. However, considering that the starting material contains a few weight 

percent of other elements alloyed but not visible by  the XRD analysis (see EDX analysis in 

Figure S1), the practical hydrogen storage capacity is surely sensibly lower. Therefore, it is 



not surprising that for none of the investigated materials the expected hydrogen capacity was 

achieved within the applied measurement time (Figure 6, 9-11). However, for as-received and 

for R1-20, R1-60, R3-20 and R3-60 samples the main reason for the not achieved hydrogen 

storage capacity is clearly the rather large  particle dimension and the consequent difficulty 

for  hydrogen to reach the Mg particles core once the  hydride layer is formed.  It is well 

known that for not doped Mg based systems the hydrogen storage capacity decreases over 

cycling due the coarsening of the Mg grains, and the interactions with gaseous impurities 

[87]. Pure magnesium sample shows about 60% hydrogen capacity reduction after 40 times 

cycling.[57] 

Indeed, R1-20 shows a slight but visible decrement of the hydrogen storage capacity after the 

4
th

 hydrogenation/de-hydrogenation cycle. Interestingly, the hydrogen storage capacity of R1-

60, R1-120, R2-120, R3-20, R3-60 and R3-120 remained constant over the 20 hours cycling. 

In order to understand if a decrease of the hydrogen storage capacity will take place for a 

larger number of hydrogenation/de-hydrogenation cycles, we performed a final cycling test 

on the sample R2-120 (Figure S2). We choose this sample because it shows the highest 

hydrogen storage capacity among the mixtures  investigated in this work. The result of this 

analysis clearly confirms the fact that differently from the un-doped Mg based materials 

reported in literature, the obtained material (in this case R2-120) is fully reversible also after 

more than 70 cycles. To understand the reasons behind the observed reversibility it is 

necessary to analyze carefully the composition of this alloy. In fact, as observed in the EDX 

analysis of Figure S1, several well dispersed and nanometric transition metals (TM) particles 

are also present besides Mg and Al. Once this alloy was stored in air, the TMs likely 

underwent an oxidation process that led to the formation of TM oxides that, as reported in the 

literature, are effective catalyst for the hydrogenation/de-hydrogenation process of Mg based 

hydrogen storage systems. In addition, the presence of the well dispersed graphite covering 

the particle surfaces might prevent deleterious agglomeration phenomena. 

Observing with attention the XRD analyses of figure 5, it is possible to see a 

microstructural peculiarity which occurs during milling of R1 and R3 but that surely is 

common also to R2 and more in general to all the Mg alloys which undergo ball milling 

processes after previous mechanical treatment, such as that the alloy used in this work 

experienced. The diffraction pattern of the as received material does not show any 

preferential orientation of the diffraction peaks. However, upon milling it is visible that in the 

diffraction patterns of R1-20 and R3-20 there is a marked preferential orientation of the 002 



plane. The preferential orientation on this plane is still clearly visible after a milling time of 

60 minutes (R1-60 and R3-60) and it is sensibly reduced in the diffraction patterns of the 

material milled 120 minutes (R1-120 and R3-120). To better understand this phenomenon we 

evaluated the crystallite size (Figure 12) and the internal stress (Figure 13) of Mg in the as 

received material and in the material milled for increasing time (i.e. R1 and R3). The 

crystallite size and internal stress in the as received material are respectively 29.7 ±1 nm and 

0.145 GPa. Surprisingly, for R1-20 the crystallite size increases to 48.2 ±1 nm and internal 

stress decreases up to 0.03 GPa. For R1-60 the values of crystallite size and internal stress are 

45.7 ±1 nm and 0.112 GPa, respectively. For R1-120 these values strongly decrease to 33.1 

±1 nm and 0.004 GPa. The values of crystallite size and internal stress measured for the 

material milled with Nb2O5 (R3) trace out those measured for R1. In fact, the obtained values 

are 47.5 ±1 nm and 0.03 GPa for R3-20, 44.4 ±1 nm and 0.08 GPa for R3-60 and 32.3 ±1 nm 

and 0.008 GPa for R3-120. 

The observed values of crystallite size and of internal stress measured together with the 

observed preferential orientation of the planes (002) (Figure 5) in the diffraction pattern for 

R1 and R3 are most likely consequence of the material history prior the use in this work. 

Since  raw magnesium (as-received material) was obtained from the waste of manufacturing 

processes, we believe that the particularly small crystallite size observed for the as received 

material is a consequence of the manufacturing (cutting) procedure. In fact, when a metal 

undergoes a mechanical treatment at low temperature such as cutting, the most of the energy 

spent for the plastic deformation is kept into the material as defects (line defects or point 

defect). When such energy exceeds a certain value, a reorganization of the material 

microstructure can take place (smaller values of crystallite size and higher values of internal 

stress). A behavior similar to the one observed in this work (increasing crystallite size after 

milling) has been reported by R. Floriano [58] for materials that have experienced severe 

plastic deformation as the consequence of mechanical process prior milling. An acceptable 

explanation for this phenomenon is the occurrence of recrystallization during ball milling. 

The stored energy due to the high number of crystalline defects in the deformed state after 

severe plastic deformation combined with the local temperature increase during ball milling 

(and consequent increase of atoms mobility) act as driving force for the nucleation and 

growth processes of stress-free Mg grains. However, after the new Mg grains are formed, the 

further milling leads to a new crystallite size decrement and to oscillating internal stress 

values while the grains are first decreased in size and newly nucleated subsequently. The 



evolution of the crystallographic orientation of the planes (002) is a direct consequence of the 

microstructural re-organization of the material taking place upon milling. A slip plane is the 

one at which plastic deformation occurs due to the dislocation movement. Magnesium has a 

hexagonal structure, therefore, there are three possible slip planes at which dislocation 

movement can take place: i.e. basal, prismatic and pyramidal.[59, 60] In hexagonal 

structures, the ratio between the c and a dimensions determine the type of slip planes through 

which plastic deformations occur. Hexagonal structures that have a c/a ratio close to the ideal 

value (1.63) tends to have the basal plane as the plane responsible for deformations. 

Interestingly, magnesium has a value of c/a equal to 1.624 therefore close to the ideal one 

(1.63). Consequently it is obvious that the slip plane responsible for the deformation in 

magnesium is mainly the basal plane (002) and that is mirrored in the preferential orientation 

of this plane, visible in the XRD patterns of Figure 5. 

 

 

Figure 12. Magnesium crystallite sizes for as-received, R1 and R3 at different milling times. 

 



 

Figure 13. Magnesium internal stress for as-received, R1 and R3 at different milling times. 

 

5. Conclusion 

In this work, the possibility to use waste Mg-Al alloys as starting material for the production 

of good quality hydrogen storage systems through the use of industrial mills was investigated. 

Indeed this waste appears suitable for the production of high performance MgH2. Among the 

investigates samples, the highest hydrogen sorption capacity (~6 wt%) and the fastest 

hydrogenation kinetic (26.85% conversion per minute) were achieved by 120 minutes milling 

a mixture of waste magnesium alloys with 5 wt% graphite in Simoloyer-CM08 ball-mill (R2-

120). This sample shows full reversibility even after more than 40 

hydrogenation/dehydrogenation cycles without any meaningful   drop of hydrogenation/de-

hydrogenation rates. The addition of Nb2O5 does not appear to influence/improve the 

material properties in terms of kinetic behavior and hydrogen storage capacity. A detailed 

investigation of the microstructural aspect of the milling of the waste material was also 

carried out. 
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